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Evolution of the MouseMaze
case study and its assessment

M. Ivanovic, K. Bothe
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Plan: experiments with certain Java topics

Mira in Berlin, February 2006

1. Basic Concepts of Object-Orientation: 
Objects, Classes, Abstract Data Types

2. Objects and Classes: 
Additional Useful Features

3. Inheritance, Polymorphism, Dynamic Binding

4. Exception handling

5. Interfaces

6. Event handling

7. Threads & Processes

8. MouseMaze
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Mouse movements according to 
the wall-follower algorithm

entry

exit

A simple software development process 
from specification, to design, implementation, and test

To remember 
the case study
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MouseMaze versions 

Klaus:
MouseMaze, 1st version
93 slides,
Zagreb workshop 2004

Mira:
Used MouseMaze, 2005/06

students feedback

Mira: 
modify + extend, Febr. '06
2nd version, 104 slides

students feedback

Klaus:
Extended 1st version
May 2006

Klaus:
compare + unite, Aug. 2006
113 slides
3rd version
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Two steps towards the 2nd version 

Klaus:
MouseMaze, 1st version
93 slides,
Zagreb workshop 2004

Mira:
Used MouseMaze, 2005/06

students feedback

Mira: 
modify + extend, Febr. '06
2nd version, 104 slides

students feedback

Klaus:
Extended 1st version
May 2006

Klaus:
compare + unite, Aug. 2006
110 slides
3rd version
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MouseMaze: 2nd version by 
additions to the 1st version 

Mira: I have done for MouseMaze:
1. I added lecture notes connected to some more important slides. 
2. On slide 41, I added code from slide 36. The idea is to follow every step in code 

(by animation:
1. With writing text about every step 
2. Pointing to appropriate statement in the code

3. On the slide 66 I put Algorithm for mouse movement(MouseMaze) instead 
of Algorithm for mouse  movement, just to make connection with latter 
implementation.

4. After Klaus’ slide 81, I added new slide about east walls of maze, just to cover 
both parts of maze.

5. After Klaus’ slide 83 I added 3 new slides with a whole code of class Maze. My 
students like to see all fields and methods, as complete implementation. During 
presentation it is necessary to explain code in more details.  

6. After Klaus’ slide 86, I added whole code of MazeTest class. It makes that part 
clearer. 

7. After Klaus’ slide 90 I added 3 new slides with a whole code of class Mouse. My 
students like to see whole code. During presentation it is necessary to explain 
code in more details.  

8. After Klaus’ slide 92 I added 3 new slides with a whole code of class 
MouseMaze. My students like to see whole code. During presentation it is 
necessary to explain code in more details. 
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Mouse movements: 
graphical and textual output

entry

exit

step forward
turn right
step forward
turn right
turn left
turn left
step forward
turn right
turn left
turn left
step forward
turn right
step forward

step forward; /* enter the maze */
WHILE(NOT outside the maze?)

BEGIN /*do next step*/
turn right;
WHILE (facing a wall?) DO

turn left;
ENDWHILE
step forward;

END
ENDWHILE
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MouseMaze

Mira: I have done for MausMaze:
1. I added lecture notes connected to some more important slides. 
2. On slide 41, I added code from slide 36. The idea is to follow every step in code 

(by animation:
1. With writing text about every step 
2. Pointing to appropriate statement in the code

3. On the slide 66 I put Algorithm for mouse movement(MouseMaze) instead 
of Algorithm for mouse  movement, just to make connection with latter 
implementation.

4. After Klaus’ slide 81, I added new slide about east walls of maze, just to cover 
both parts of maze.

5. After Klaus’ slide 83 I added 3 new slides with a whole code of class Maze. My 
students like to see all fields and methods, as complete implementation. During 
presentation it is necessary to explain code in more details.  

6. After Klaus’ slide 86, I added whole code of MazeTest class. It makes that part 
clearer. 

7. After Klaus’ slide 90 I added 3 new slides with a whole code of class Mouse. My 
students like to see whole code. During presentation it is necessary to explain 
code in more details.  

8. After Klaus’ slide 92 I added 3 new slides with a whole code of class 
MouseMaze. My students like to see whole code. During presentation it is 
necessary to explain code in more details. 
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boolean [][] sWall =
{{true, true, true, false},
{false, false, false, true},
{false, false, false, false},
{true, true, true, true}}

South walls of the maze: example

(5,4)(4,4)(3,4)(2,4)(1,4)(0,4)

(5,3)(4,3)(3,3)(2,3)(1,3)(0,3)

(5,2)(4,2)(3,2)(2,2(1,2)(0,2)

(5,1)(4,1)(3,1)(2,1)(1,1)(0,1)

(5,0)(4,0)(3,0)(2,0)(1,0)(0,0)

Original slide 
of 1st version
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boolean[][] eWall =     
{{true, false,false,false,true},
{false,true,true,false,true},
{true,true,false,true,true}}

East walls of the maze: example

(5,4)(4,4)(3,4)(2,4)(1,4)(0,4)

(5,3)(4,3)(3,3)(2,3)(1,3)(0,3)

(5,2)(4,2)(3,2)(2,2)(1,2)(0,2)

(5,1)(4,1)(3,1)(2,1)(1,1)(0,1)

(5,0)(4,0)(3,0)(2,0)(1,0)(0,0)

Added slide 
to the 2nd 

version
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MouseMaze (2)

Mira: I have done for MausMaze:
1. I added lecture notes connected to some more important slides. 
2. On slide 41, I added code from slide 36. The idea is to follow every step in code 

(by animation:
1. With writing text about every step 
2. Pointing to appropriate statement in the code

3. On the slide 66 I put Algorithm for mouse movement(MouseMaze) instead 
of Algorithm for mouse  movement, just to make connection with latter 
implementation.

4. After Klaus’ slide 81, I added new slide about east walls of maze, just to cover 
both parts of maze.

5. After Klaus’ slide 83 I added 3 new slides with a whole code of class Maze. My 
students like to see all fields and methods, as complete implementation. During 
presentation it is necessary to explain code in more details.  

6. After Klaus’ slide 86, I added whole code of MazeTest class. It makes that part 
clearer. 

7. After Klaus’ slide 90 I added 3 new slides with a whole code of class Mouse. My 
students like to see whole code. During presentation it is necessary to explain 
code in more details.  

8. After Klaus’ slide 92 I added 3 new slides with a whole code of class 
MouseMaze. My students like to see whole code. During presentation it is 
necessary to explain code in more details. 
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Implementation of the Maze –
code

import java.awt.*;

class Maze {

// Representation of a maze object

final int NORTH=0, EAST=1, SOUTH=2, WEST=3;

// record the walls to the east

private boolean[][] eWall = 

{{true ,false,false,false,true },

{false,true ,true ,false,true },

{true ,true ,false,true ,true }};

// record the walls to the south

private boolean[][] sWall = 

{{true ,true ,true ,false},

{false,false,false,true },

{false,false,false,false},

{true ,true ,true ,true }};

private int height = 3, width = 4;

private Point size = new Point(width, height);
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Implementation of the Maze –
code

// Where is the starting location?

public Point getStartLocation() {return new Point(0,2);}

// In which direction do you face to enter?

public int getStartDirection() {return EAST;}

public Point getSize() {return size;}

// Is a given position outside the maze?

public boolean outside (Point pos) {

return ((pos.x < 1) 

|| (pos.x > width) 

|| (pos.y < 1) 

|| (pos.y > height)

);

}
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Implementation of the Maze –
code

// Is there a wall to the 'dir' direction 

// of location (row,col)?

public boolean checkWall(int dir, int col, int row) {

switch (dir) {

case NORTH: return sWall[row-1][col-1];

case SOUTH: return sWall[row][col-1];

case EAST:  return eWall[row-1][col];

default:    return eWall[row-1][col-1];

}

}

// Alternative version of checkWall

public boolean checkWall(int dir, Point location) {

return checkWall(dir, location.x, location.y);

}

}
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Summary

Mira: added slides 
Students in Novi Sad want more information 
concerning the implemented program
Some more program code
Added some explanations which "normally" are 
part of the lecture notes
Useful new animations illustrating the contents
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3rd version: merge two versions 

Klaus:
MouseMaze, 1st version
93 slides,
Zagreb workshop 2004

Mira:
Used MouseMaze, 2005/06

students feedback

Mira: 
modify + extend, Febr. '06
2nd version, 104 slides

students feedback

Klaus:
Extended 1st version
May 2006

Klaus:
compare + unite, Aug. 2006
110 slides
3rd version
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MouseMaze: 3rd version 

Klaus: I have done for MouseMaze

1. Slide 13 added (including lecture notes): picture of a real garden maze

2. Slide 18 modified: new animation of mouse appearance (just for fun)

3. Slide 19 modified: some information added (start position)

4. Slide 34 modified: Name of the algorithms added (wall-follower algorithm)

5. Slide 43 added: Extended version of Mira's new slide to stress the correspondence 
between code and output (one of the slides 42 or 43 could be deleted)

6. Slide 46 added: picture of a rescue robot 

7. Slide 47 added: discuss the problems of a garden maze

8. Slide 95 modified:
some information added(Test)

9. Slide 96 added

10. Slides 110 - 113 added: Differences between 'Maze' and 'Labyrinth'

-General knowledge 
concerning mazes 
and labyrinths

- Better illustration 
of the contents

- Some pictures (jpg)
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How does a maze look like?

Glendurgan Garden, Cornwall, England

Real-life maze
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Mouse movements: 
graphical and textual output

entry

exit

step forward
turn right
step forward
turn right
turn left
turn left
step forward
turn right
turn left
turn left
step forward
turn right
step forward

step forward; /* enter the maze */
WHILE(NOT outside the maze?)

BEGIN /*do next step*/
turn right;
WHILE (facing a wall?) DO

turn left;
ENDWHILE
step forward;

END
ENDWHILE

ENTER
WHILE

WHILE

WHILE

WHILE

Mira's slide 
extended
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Model of a rescue robot: Mouse 
replaced by a technical device

Source: Wikipedia

Motivation:
Maze problems 

are real-life
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How to solve this real-world maze
problem?

Glendurgan Garden, 
Cornwall, England

Data 
representation 

problem

Another task: 
Find the house

Algorithm 
does not work 

anymore
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Maze = Labyrinth?

Maze: Tour puzzle in the form of a
complex branching passage with  
choices of path and direction through
which the solver must find a route. 
This is different from a labyrinth.

Source: Wikipedia

Labyrinth: Has an unambiguous
through-route to the centre and back 
and is not designed to be difficult to 
navigate. 

Some 
general 

education
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Maze examples

Source: Wikipedia
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Labyrinth examples (1)

Source: Wikipedia

A Roman mosaic showing Theseus and the 
Minotaur. From Rhaetia, Switzerland

Roman representation of the Minotaur 
(as a man's head and torso joined to a 
bull's body) in a labyrinth engraved on
an ancient gem
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Labyrinth examples (2)

Source: Wikipedia

Medieval labyrinth

Both images come from the 1st or 2nd edition of Nordisk familjebok (1904–1926). 
The copyrights for that book have expired and these images are in the public domain.

Classical labyrinth
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Assessment by students in Novi Sad

Mira Ivanovic, Novi Sad, based on 2nd 
version

Questionnaire - students opinion

37 students, 21 filled questionnaire 
(problem: motivation?)
II (IV semester) year students 
After finishing Java  
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Questionnaire 

I Contents of the lecture

1. Do you consider the amount of knowledge offered in 
the lecture
too much   too few

2. How do you consider the contents of the lecture?
too easy too difficult

3. Is the topic well-structured?
very well unstructured

4. Are there any special requirements (pre-knowledge) to 
be able to understand the course?
If yes, which ones:

General remarks and suggestions concerning section I:
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Questionnaire

II Style of the lecture:

1. Is the presentation of the topic 
too fast     too slow?

2. Does the presentation style encourage you to 
follow the lecture? 
very well    not so much

General remarks and suggestions concerning 
section II:
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Questionnaire

III Using media
1. Is the amount of information on the slides adequate?

very well  not so much
2. Are the slides well-structured and clearly-arranged? 

very well  not so much
3. What do you think about presence of sources on 

slides?
A – necessary B – useful C – pseudo-code is enough

4. Do you need additional texts-explanations (lecture 
notes) attached to the slides?
A – Yes B – Not necessary C – NO

General remarks and suggestions concerning section III 
(especially concerning style of slides, animations, 
effects,…)  :
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Questionnaire

IV Benefit of the lecture (or value, profit, usefulness)

1. Did you satisfied with topic (did you learn some new, useful things)?
much not so much

2. Do you think the contents of the lecture is useful?
completely not so much

3. What is you overall rank of the topic?
very well    bad

Please comment this topic  with respect to the other Java topics (e.g., 
too late, too much repeating of known concepts, a good 
overview/conclusion of the study, indispensable course, etc ☺…). 

General remarks and suggestions concerning section IV (e. g. which are 
not so important or not so interesting, which deserved more and 
which less attention/duration). 

Final general remarks to the lecture/topic:
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I Contents of the lecture
1. Do you consider the amount of knowledge offered in the lecture

too much   too few
6    9    6

2. How do you consider the contents of the lecture?
too easy  too difficult

12    6   3
3. Is the topic well-structured?

very well unstructured
9    6           6

4. Are there any special requirements (pre-knowledge) to be able to 
understand the course?

Basic Java programming      
For the understanding the lecture, it’s not necessary to 
know the Java syntax, or any other part of programming in 
Java, but for source code it’s necessary to know Java 
syntax, statements, classes…
It is understandable with basic Java knowledge

Questionnaire Results  
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Questionnaire Results  

I Contents of the lecture
General remarks and suggestions concerning section I:

More colors on slides would be useful, and a color of 
background is very uninviting because students like 
more colors, animations.
Although the topic is very well structured, sometimes 
easy concepts are explained in detail and some more 
complicated are left unclear. Less time should be used 
for discussing the requirements.
First part describing Maze and Mouse movements is 
very well structured and organized.
It doesn’t give students any practical knowledge, i.e. it 
isn’t very useful.
It is interesting when we have problem like this one, 
because this lecture offers some new knowledge 
presented in a more interesting way . 
But this style and way is not useful for presenting 
whole Java.
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Questionnaire Results 

II Style of the lecture:

1. Is the presentation of the topic 

too fast   too slow?
3      12    6

2. Does the presentation style encourage you to follow the lecture? 

very well   not so much
12     3     6

General remarks and suggestions concerning section II:

A lecture was very nice explained, because it 
wasn’t too hard to understand
More animations and more talking to the students 
would be useful
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Questionnaire Results 

III Using media
1. Is the amount of information on the slides adequate?

very well  not so much
6     9    3    3

2. Are the slides well-structured and clearly-arranged? 
very well  not so much

9     9          3
3. What do you think about presence of sources on slides?
A – necessary B – useful C – pseudo-code is enough

18                 3
(Our students definitely like more concrete programs 

and code ☺)

4. Do you need additional texts-explanations (lecture notes) 
attached to the slides?

A – Yes B – Not necessary C – NO
11                    7                         3
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Questionnaire Results 

III Using media
General remarks and suggestions concerning section III (especially 

concerning style of slides, animations, effects,…)  :

I think that using more colors on slides would be useful for 
students, and more source codes, as well.
Slides feature too much “comments”, that should be 
transformed into lecture notes. Slides have very good 
organization. Also, testing should be explained on more 
slides, in as much detail as design.
Presentation is done qualitatively. But it is necessary to 
make them more dynamic with different effects to keep 
students’ attention until the end of class. Style of slides is a 
little bit dreary (lifeless). (scold-zakeralo ☺)
Animations and effects are good, but the fact that there 

isn’t enough code in slides, makes slides less worthy that 
they maybe should be. 
Sources are not necessary but they are very useful, maybe 
it would be better that we saw whole implementation. ( a 
little bit contradiction)
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Questionnaire Results 

IV Benefit of the lecture (or value, profit, usefulness)

1. Did you satisfied with topic (did you learn some new, useful things)?
much not so much

3      12              3      3

2. Do you think the contents of the lecture is useful?
completely not so much

6      9      3               3

3. What is you overall rank of the topic?
very well    bad

12     6      3
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Questionnaire Results 

IV Benefit of the lecture (or value, profit, usefulness)

Please comment this topic  with respect to the other Java topics (e.g., 
too late, too much repeating of known concepts, a good 
overview/conclusion of the study, indispensable course, etc ☺…). 

It’s useful to learn more about programming in Java and this 
topic is shown us in nice time, and it would be too early to show 
at the beginning of the course of Java.

Nice introduction to process of software design and 
development. It should feature more object-oriented concepts 
(class hierarchy is simplified).

It is not necessary to have such example for understanding Java 
concepts.

This was the right time to present this topic because in this point 
of course we can understand problem very easily.
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Questionnaire Results 

IV Benefit of the lecture (or value, profit, usefulness)

General remarks and suggestions concerning section IV (e. g. which are 
not so important or not so interesting, which deserved more and 
which less attention/duration). 
Source code is useful, but not too interesting, animations with 
mouse are very nice, it would be more interesting with more 
animations on slides.

Requirements should have been presented more clearly and 
design phase explained with more details. 
Maze design and implementation deserve less attention and 
more attention should be paid to the design of the algorithm 
(connection between steps of the algorithm and “input/output”
methods of the mouse should be emphasized, for example with 
introduction of UML sequence diagram).

The lecture should have more source code for the problem 
because it’s much closer to students for understanding.

Topic is very interesting, and it would be better that we had 
more lectures like this. (suggestion for me).
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Questionnaire Results 

IV Benefit of the lecture (or value, profit, usefulness)

Final general remarks to the lecture/topic:

It’s very useful, but it could be better! (scold-zakeralo ☺)

HOW??? |(There aren’t suggestions and ideas)

Topic is very useful; it gives clear overview of the process of 
software development, although too much information is 
“hard-coded” into the maze class. 
This example would be very useful for practical exercising, 
when we are already familiar with basic Java concepts. It 
could be done better, with more source codes, which are 
more useful for our students. 
I would like to see final program running, because it is 
always more interesting to see how program works.
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General Conclusions 

Students need more explanations for more complicated parts 
(they think that too much time is devoted to requirements 
analysis, not to the implementation details)
This style and way is not useful for presenting whole Java (they
expect more details, explanations, examples – with a lot of 
code). 
It’s useful to learn more about programming in Java and this 
topic is shown them in nice time, and it would be too early to 
show at the beginning of the course of Java. 
Animations and effects are good, but the fact that there isn’t 
enough code on slides, makes slides less worthy that they maybe 
should be. 
“Maybe it would be better that we saw whole implementation.”
The lecture should have more source code for the problem 
because it’s much closer to students for understanding.
“I would like to see final program running, because it is always 
more interesting to see how program works.”

GENERALY: our students expect that presented material is 
enough for practical programming and passing exam – not 
necessary to use additional books and sources for self-studying.


